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About This Game

Cossacks: The Art of War – continues the history of the great battles of XVII–XVIII centuries, and introduces five new
campaigns, two nations, some new units and much more.
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How is this a warney simulator without a good set of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I wasnt even able to warm up with a packet of darts. If you're keen for a threesome i'll give you a five star review (wont sell the
story to new idea).. Controls are just WASD. No ability to turn.

Not what I thought I was getting myself into.

Addendum:
Apparently it's top down. Was expecting FPS-style.
Definitely not what I was expecting.

Further, the voice over was so grating that on my third\/final startup attempt I took my headphones off until it was done.. For
0,49 Euros I really enjoyed it. It gave me what i want from a game - fun time.
EDIT: I got base game only.. Practically dead, the mechanics are so clunky at time it feels completely broken, the community is
a heaping pile of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, only ran into 2 good people who were okay with helping me
figure out the controls a bit, the rest were \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s that made it their mission to make
sure i was broken each time i quit the game. It's not a good experience for new people. I wish i could get my money back form
this but because i bought it months ago I'm stuck with it. Useless, discontinued, pieca of crap. Never buy hardware stuff from
Valve. They're too greedy to offer something worth your money.
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Game idea is great, plays incredible, and get me off. Bad thing is it makes my computer the abosolute defeniton of
monkey♥♥♥♥♥♥ Boner kill. Good game, made with a lot of care, hope to see more from the devs. This had, and in many
ways, still has great graphics and a smooth running engine. The single player campaign is nothing startling but actually very
playable. It's worth a look if you are a FPS shooter fan and are lookig for something for those twitching fingers.. Probably the
best VR Cricket game on Steam. All the modes you would want are there! Runs nicely and the realism feels very good..
Excellent coop game. Although a little light on content. I really hope they'll give us that level editor they've talked about. As it is
now, I don't know about full price but you really can't go wrong if it's on sale.. This isn't a puzzle game; it's a horrendous pile of
split-second platforming garbage.. Promptly after spawning in a thick dark wood I saw movement from a far
I pulled up my slick Winchester Auto Rifle
I slowly aimed in the scope and fixed my crosshairs on the brown movement in the brush
With my sights on the creature, I steadied my scope and blink once
The gunshot will always stay imprinted in my brain
The bullet flew into the air and through the trees, its movement traced and watch by an unknown beast
The bullet flew into a baby deers\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I slowly walked forward and saw its chest pumping
up and down
It spoke to me
"Why?"
"Why me?"
"Kill me"
So I shot forward into the brain
The movement ceased
I closed my computer and went to bed
I couldn't sleep
I only thought...
"Who is the real beast?"

Overall fun game with standard graphics(for the time). 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
I played one of the the developer's other match 3 games right before this, called the enthralling realms: curse of
darkness. nothing special, reflected by its price, didn't consider it a bad deal, and I was prepared for more of the
same with this title, and was pleasantly surprised that even though it came out a week after the other one (at
least on steam, they've been around longer on big fish games), it cost a bit less, but I wasn't expecting the exact
same levels as in curse of darkness.

so this is basically a worse version of an already average match-3 title with a different coat of paint (noah's
biblical adventures instead of a hobbit's, that wasn't great either but this one is just bad), and instead of barely
tolerable voiceovers, they went with a text-to-speech software to do all the voiceovers.

and the icing on the cake is the name of the installation folder: windows content. the whole thing is beyond lazy,
though based on the 'voiceovers' I assume this was first and they re-used the levels in curse of darkness, but the end
result is the same. don't even pay the 1 eur and change for it.
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